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ABSTRACT
Understanding and reasoning about places and their relationships
are critical for many applications. Places are traditionally curated by
a small group of people as place gazeeers and are represented by an
ID with spatial extent, category, and other descriptions. However,
a place context is described to a large extent by movements made
from/to other places. Places are linked and related to each other
by these movements. is important context is missing from the
traditional representation.
We present DeepMove, a novel approach for learning latent
representations of places. DeepMove advances the current deep
learning based place representations by directly model movements
between places. We demonstrate DeepMove’s latent representa-
tions on place categorization and clustering tasks on large place
and movement datasets with respect to important parameters. Our
results show that DeepMove outperforms state-of-the-art baselines.
DeepMove’s representations can provide up to 15% higher than
competing methods in matching rate of place category and result
in up to 39% higher silhouee coecient value for place clusters.
DeepMove is spatial and temporal context aware. It is scalable. It
outperforms competing models using much smaller training dataset
(a month or 1/12 of data). ese qualities make it suitable for a
broad class of real-world applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
People move from one place to another constantly. Places are
linked and related to each other by these movements. A place can
be a point of interest such as shopping mall, gym, bank, or histor-
ical landmark. A place can also be a region such as a residential
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neighborhood. Places are traditionally represented by an ID with
longitude, latitude, category, and other descriptions in current sys-
tems of location recommendation systems, city function modeling,
transportation planning, bike ower prediction, place classication,
and trajectory analysis. However, a place context is described to
large extent by incoming and outgoing movements made. is
context is missing from the traditional representation.
In this paper we introduce deep learning (unsupervised learning)
techniques, which have been shown impressive success in natural
language processing [4, 7, 18, 20, 21, 23, 27, 29, 31], information
networks [9, 32, 33], and graph analytics [5, 24, 28, 36, 38]. In natural
language processing tasks, each word is embedded in a vector which
can be seen as representing the distribution of the context in which
a word appears. e vector encodes many linguistic regularities and
paerns. In information networks and graph analytics, embedding
has signicantly improved results in multi-label classication and
graph visualization.
With the availability of large movement datasets collected by
personal location devices and location services (Waze, Uber, Didi,
Google Map), it is possible to train more complex machine learning
models to drive ne grained spatial and temporal context of places.
Large-scale movement data with beer learning algorithms provide
an opportunity to innovate traditional place representation models
and allow more sophisticated place reasoning.
In this paper, we propose DeepMove to characterize places and
their relationships by integrating large scale movement data. Specif-
ically, DeepMove uses movement information to learn the latent
representations of places, which preserves spatial and temporal
context. Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose DeepMove, a novel approach for learning la-
tent representations of places. ese latent representations
encode place relations in a continuous vector space. Deep-
Move generalizes recent advancements in language model-
ing and unsupervised feature learning (or deep learning)
from sequences of words and graphs to places. DeepMove
advances the current deep learning based place represen-
tations by directly modeling movements between places.
• We demonstrate DeepMove’s latent representations on
place categorization and clustering tasks on large place
and movement datasets with respect to four important
parameters: dimension of latent representation, time in-
terval, number of epochs, and learning data sizes. Our
results show that DeepMove outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines. DeepMove’s representations can provide up to
15% higher than competing methods in matching rate of
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Figure 1: Our proposed DeepMove (le two gures) learns latent space representations that separate Residential and Recre-
ational places substantially better than the state-of-art ITDL model [37] (right gure) on New York City datasets [1]. Here,
standard dimension reductionmethod t-SNE [19] is used to reduce the 180 dimensional embedding to 2 dimensional space. e
learned representations of DeepMove encode spatial and temporal movement context of places so they can be easily exploited
by many learning methods.
place category and result in up to 39% higher silhouee
coecient value for place clusters.
• DeepMove is spatial and temporal context aware. It is scal-
able. It outperforms competing models using much smaller
training dataset (a month or 1/12 of data). ese qualities
make it suitable for a broad class of real-world applications
such as place classication, geographical information re-
trieval, location-based recommendation, region function
modeling, and urban space understanding.
e results of applying DeepMove and the current state-of-the-
art method to the New York City point of interest and taxi trip
datasets [1] are shown in Figure 1. Our proposed OD model and
Trip model are shown in the le. e competing place embedding
model [37] is shown on the right. Results show Residential and
Recreational places in 2 latent dimensions aer dimension reduc-
tion using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
[19] technique. Our models embed residential (blue dots) and recre-
ational (green crosses) places into two cleanly-separated clusters.
e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss preliminaries of place embedding and the properties of
place data that allow the proposed representations to be successful.
In Section 3, we give an introduction of Skip-gram model, and
propose our trip model and OD model. In Section 4, we outline our
experiments and presents our results. In Section 5, we summarize
related work. Finally, in Section 6, we close with our conclusion.
2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce place embedding and the unique char-
acteristics of places and their relationships. en, we describe
the connection between our work and natural language model by
analyzing the data distribution.
2.1 Place Embedding
Places form the nodes of a network and movements happen be-
tween places. In information network or graph embedding, two
nodes are considered similar and embedded in similar vectors if
information diuses between them or one reaches the other easily,
e.g., through the random walk [28]. Place network has its distinct
spatial-temporal characteristics. Movements follow a gravity model
that dominates the macroscopic relationships between places. It
is well known that interactions between two places decline with
increasing (distance, time, and cost) and are also determined by
variables including demographic gravitation and categories of the
places. While a general network embedding can construct a net-
work of places using distances or number of movements between
them as weights, this embedding will result in a latent representa-
tion that encodes place connectivies. However, when one moves
from one place to another, the two places are usually dierent, e.g.,
from home to work. However, places of similar functional purposes
typically have the similar origin or destination distributions. For
example, a residential house usually generates trips towards work,
entertainment, and shopping. In this paper, we model movement
distributions instead of connectivities.
2.2 Power Laws
Words frequency in natural language follows a power law distribu-
tion. Previous work shows that the latent representation method
can eectively model the sequential semantic relationships among
words based on the characteristic of this word distribution. We
generate Figure 2 using trip origins in the New York City Taxi
& Limousine Commission [1] yellow and green taxi trip data be-
tween 2009-2017. From Figure 2 we can see that, the distribu-
tion of place frequency also follows power law distribution as the
word frequency distribution, exhibiting the long tail phenomenon.
Moreover, we also nd a linear trend between log(place rank) and
log(frequency) by using linear regression. e R-square of the linear
regression is 0.852, and the p-value is less than 0.001, which means
the model can t the data very well. All these statistics show that
the trip origins follow the power law distribution, which allows us
to use deep learning models the place context.
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Figure 2: Place Rank-Frequency Plot
3 METHODS
e recently proposed spatial context model considers a place
nearby as the context of the other [37]. is model will result
in embedding two places similarly when they are in spatial proxim-
ity. is embedding captures spatial closeness but fails in encoding
movement information. So, in this section, we rst introduce Skip-
gram model, which is the model our work is based on. Aer that,
we propose two models that incorporate movements: a Trip Model
and an Origin-Destination (OD) Model.
3.1 SkipGram
e training purpose of Skip-gram model [22] is to predict a word’s
context given the word itself. e model tries to maximize the
probability of co-occurrence of words within a window in a sen-
tence. Formally, we dene V as the vocabulary, and dene W
as the training set, which contains a sequence of training words
w1,w2,w3, ...,wT , the objective of the Skip-gram model is to maxi-
mize the average log probability:
Pr ({wn−c , ...,wn+c }\wn |wn ) = 1
T
T∑
n=1
∑
−c≤m≤c
m,0
loд p(wn+m |wn )
(1)
where c is the window size, T = |W | is the number of words in the
training set, and the center word is wn , and wn+m (−c ≤ m ≤ c)
is context word. We use somax function to dene the probabil-
ity p(wn+m |wn ) from Skip-gram formulation, which is shown in
equation 2:
p(wn+m |wn ) =
exp(uᵀwn+mvwn )∑T
k=1 exp(u
ᵀ
wkvwn )
(2)
we introduce two mapping functions Φ : w ∈ V → RT×d and
Φ′ : w ∈ U → RT×d , d is vector’s dimension. e rst mapping
functionΦmaps each center wordwn into the vector representation
vwn . e second mapping function Φ′ maps each context word
wn+m into the vector representation uwn+m . So in equation 2, vwn
and uwn+m are the center and context vector representations of
word wn and word wn+m . We dene Cwn as the context set of
wordwn , and all theCwn where (1 ≤ n ≤ T ) forms the setC , which
we called total context set.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of Skip-gram. For each
word w , it iterates over all possible collocations that appear in Cw
(Lines 1). We then map each word w and its context word wm to
their current representation vectors Φ(w),Φ′(wm ) ∈ Rd . By given
the representation of w and wm , we would like to maximize the
probability (Line 2). Skip-gram model needs huge computational
resources, which is impractical for large datasets. To deal with this
problem and speed up the training, we use the negative sampling
technique [11] to modify the optimization objective, which causes
each training sample to update only a small percentage of the
model’s weight, rather than all of them.
Algorithm 1 SkipGram(Φ,w,Cw )
1: for eachwm ∈ Cw do
2: J (Φ) = -log Pr(Φ′(wm )|Φ(w))
3: Φ = Φ - α ∗ ∂J
∂Φ
4: end for
5: end for
3.2 Trip Model
Trips represent the movements from one place to another, which are
important context when building place embedding. A trip model in-
corporates trip information when building the spatial context model.
e key idea of the trip model is taking the destination as the context
of the origin in a trip. For example, if there is a trip from restau-
rant to workplace, then we form a pair as (restaurant ,workplace),
and workplace is the context of the origin place restaurant. Let
P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pN } be the set of places, and each place is dierent
from the others. So |N | is dened as the total number of dierent
places. We use M to stand for trip set and each trip can be dened
as Tri , which is a tuple of (oi ,di ,oti ,dti ) where (1 6 i 6 |M |). |M |
is the total number of trips. For trips, it could have multiple trips
with same origins or destinations. In the trip tuple, oi ∈ P is the
origin place of the trip, di ∈ P is the destination place of the trip,
where oti /dti represents the time leaving oi /arriving di . e trip
model is formalized by maximizing the average log probability of:
1
M
M∑
i=1
logp(di |oi ) (3)
e probability p(di |oi ) is dened by using the somax function:
p(di |oi ) =
exp(udiTvoi )∑M
k=1 exp(udkTvoi )
(4)
where udk is the vector representation of a destination place dk ,
voi and udi are the vector representation of origin place oi and
destination place di .
Line 2-7 in algorithm 2 shows the core of our Trip model. e
outer loop species the total number of iterations γ , which also
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Algorithm 2 Trip Model (M, |N |,d,γ )
Input: trip set M
total number of dierent places |N |
embedding size d
iteration number γ
Output: matrix of place representations Φ ∈ R |N |×d
1: Initialization: Initialize Φ by using uniform distribution
2: for i = 0 to γ do
3: for each Tri ∈ M do
4: get oi , di from Tri
5: SkipGram(Φ,oi ,di )
6: end for
7: end for
called the number of epochs. For each iteration, the entire data is
passed through the model. We will discuss the performance with
respect to the dierent number of epochs in the experiment part
later. In the inner loop, we traverse all trips from the trip dataset.
For each trip, we get the origin and destination POI and then pass
it to Skip-gram model to update the representations (Line 5).
3.3 OD Model
An OD model also uses the trip information to help build the spatial
context model. However, dierent from the trip model, an OD
Model takes the origin of another trip with the same destination
as the context. For example, if there are two trips, the rst one is
from restaurant to workplace, the second one is from coee store
to the same workplace, then we get a pair, which is dened as
(restaurant, coee store). In this pair, the origin is a restaurant, and
a coee store is the context. Time is important when analyzing
movements. People will have dierent movements towards dier-
ent time periods. For a simple instance, many people will go to
work from home around 8-9 am, and return from the workplace to
the home around 5-6 pm. So, it will cause two dierent movements:
home to workplace and workplace to home, which are based on
the dierent temporal information. erefore, the temporal aspect
of movements is a critical factor for place representations. Two
places may have movements to similar destinations at the same
time. With dierent time intervals, the movements of places may
vary. In OD model, we incorporate temporal information when
building the context model. ere is a surprisingly elegant and
straightforward way to model time. We propose to introduce time
interval to the modeling and with the goal to maximize the average
log probability of:
1
M
M∑
i=1
∑
dj=di , j,i
|dti−dtj | ≤Wd
logp(oj |oi ) (5)
where dj = di , j , i means there are two dierent trips with the
same destination place. Wd is a time interval to constrain trips
reaching destination, e.g. 1 hour. e probability p(oj |oi ) is dened
by using the somax function:
p(oj |oi ) =
exp(uojTvoi )∑M
k=1 exp(uokTvoi )
(6)
where uok , uoj , and voi are the vector representations of origin
place ok , oj and oi .
Algorithm 3 OD Model (M, |N |,d,γ ,Wd )
Input: trip set M
total number of dierent places |N |
embedding size d
iteration number γ
time interval wd
Output: matrix of place representations Φ ∈ R |N |×d
1: Initialization: Initialize Φ by using uniform distribution
2: for i = 0 to γ do
3: for each Tri ∈ M do
4: initialize origin set O
5: get di , oi , dti from Tri
6: for each Tr j ∈ M and Tr j , Tri do
7: get oj , dj , dtj from Tr j
8: if dj = di and |dti − dtj | ≤Wd do
9: append oj in O
10: else
11: pass
12: if O is not empty do
13: SkipGram(Φ,oi ,O)
14: else
15: pass
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
Algorithm 3 gives the description of our OD model. Same with
trip model, in the rst for loop, we also specify an iteration number
to run our model (Line 2). In the second for loop, we iterate over
all trips from M . For each trip Tri , we initialize an origin set O ,
and get origin POI oi , destination POI di , and arriving time dti of
the trip. Aer that, we traverse each trip Tr j from M , but except
Tri (Line 6), then we get origin POI oj , destination POI dj , and
the time of arriving to destination, which is dtj . If dj = di and
|dti − dtj | within the predened time intervalWd , we put oj in set
O . Else, continue to check next trip. Finally, for origin POI oi of
each trip, we generate an origin set O , and use it to update the
representations (Line 13). We also use the Skip-gram to update
these representations in accordance with our objective function in
equation 5.
In both Trip and OD models, our goal is to learn the matrix of
place representations: Φ ∈ R |N |×d , where d is a small number of
latent dimensions. e embedding represents place distribution
context, and two places are similar when having trips to similar
destinations. We will analyze factors that will inuence the per-
formance of the two embedding models and use real datasets to
compare and validate the two dierent models with baselines.
4 EXPERIMENTS
e parameters we use for the experiments are shown in Table 1
with the bold values being the default seing.
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Table 1: Parameters for Algorithms Comparison
Parameter Tested settings
Time (hours) 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5
Dimension 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200
Epoch 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
4.1 Dataset Description & Preprocessing
4.1.1 New York City Taxi Dataset. New York City Taxi & Limou-
sine Commission [1] provides open access to yellow and green
taxi trip records between 2009-2017. e green taxi dataset does
not contain coordinates information, which we need to use in our
experiment. So, in our work, we only focus on yellow taxi dataset.
Table 2 shows trips’ information of yellow taxi. New York City
Taxi & Limousine Commission did not publish all the 2017 records,
and there is no latitude and longitude information aer June 2017.
So we use the year 2015 taxi dataset as our experiment dataset,
which contains 146,113,001 trips. For each trip record from yellow
taxi dataset, it includes pick-up/drop-o times, the number of pas-
sengers, pick-up/drop-o locations represented by longitude and
latitude, trip distance, rate types, payment type, and itemized fares.
Table 2: New York City Yellow Taxi Dataset
Year Trips
2016 131,165,055
2015 146,113,001
2014 165,114,385
2013 173,179,783
2012 178,544,348
2011 176,897,223
2010 169,001,186
2009 170,896,079
4.1.2 New York City POI Dataset. We collected the New York
City POI data from NYC OpenData. ere are 19,194 dierent
POIs in total. All the POIs are grouped into 13 dierent types.
e distribution of 13 types are shown in gure 3. For each POI,
it contains coordinates (latitude and longitude), POI’s unique ID,
POI’s address name and so on.
4.1.3 Dataset Preprocessing. In our New York City taxi dataset,
there are some records missing coordinates information, so we need
to remove those records. Moreover, in our problem, we need to
assign the nearest POI to origin/destination point as the POI. We
use 200 meters as range, and if there is no POI within 200 meters
for origin/destination point, we remove the trip from the dataset.
Aer these two preprocessing steps, we have 140,494,036 valid trips
in total, which accounts for 98.2% of original trips.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
We dene the similarity S of two POIs (i and j) using cosine simi-
larity [26] of the vector representations (vi ,vj ) of the POIs:
S(vi ,vj) = cos(vi ,vj) =
vi ·vj
‖vi ‖ · ‖vj ‖ (7)
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Figure 3: e Distribution of 13 POI Types
e distances between two POIs is dened as d(vi ,vj ) [2]:
d(vi ,vj) = 1 − S(vi ,vj) (8)
4.2.1 Match Rates. For each POI i from test set, we use cosine
similarity to nd the most similar POI j. We check the type of POI
j , if POI j has the same type as POI i , there is a match and POI i is a
matched POI. e match rate of a test set is the ratio of the matched
POI in the set over the size of the test set as shown in equation 9.
match rate =
number o f matched POI
number o f POI in test set
(9)
4.2.2 Silhouee Coeicients. POIs of the same type form a clus-
ter. Silhouee Coecients measure how close the POI i is to other
POIs within the same cluster compared to POIs in the closest cluster.
We use Silhouee Coecients as the cluster validity measure [30].
e Silhouee Coecients s(i) is dened as:
s(i) = b(i) − a(i)
max{a(i),b(i)} (10)
where a(i) is the mean distance of POI i to all other POIs within
the same cluster, and b(i) is the minimum mean distance of POI i
to all other POIs in another cluster. We use the mean value of all
Silhouee Coecients as the nal Silhouee Score. e value of
the score is between -1 to 1, the larger the value the tighter of the
clusters: a s(i) value close to 1 means a(i)  b(i). Because a(i) is a
distance measure and measures how dissimilar i to POIs of its own
type, a small value of a(i) means i is very similar to the POIs in its
own cluster and a large value of b(i) means i is very dierent from
POIs from other clusters. On the other hand, if s(i) close to -1, it
means a(i)  b(i) and i has been assigned to the wrong cluster.
4.3 Baselines
Yan et al.[37] dened four spatial context models based on the
co-occurrence of center place type tcenter and context place type
tcontext , that incorporate distance decay and/or aggregated check-
in data. e basic method of the spatial context models is the
original Word2Vec. e key dierent between the four models is
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the denition of augmenting factor β(β ∈ Z and β >1), which is
used to increase the number of times of a tuple (tcenter , tcontext )
appeared in the training dataset.
1) Check-in Context: is context model incorporates human
activities and denes Pj as the total number of check-ins of POI j.
In our case, Pj is the drop o numbers associated with POI j. So
the factor β is dened as:
β
j
checkin = d1 + ln(1 + Pj )e (11)
where Pj is the context POI.
2) Distance Context: To incorporate distance information in con-
text model, the augmenting factor β is dened as:
β
j
distance =
⌈1 + ∑|L |k=1 Pk|L |
1 + dα (i, j)
⌉
(12)
in the equation, |L| is the total number of POIs, and d(i, j) is the
distance between center POI i and context POI j, α is dened as
inverse distance factor. In our experiment, we choose the same
value of α as Yan’s work, which is set to 1.
3) Combined Context: is context model uses both check-ins
and distance information to decide the augmenting factor β , which
is dened as:
β
j
combined =
⌈
1 + ln(1 + Pj )
1 + dα (i, j)
⌉
(13)
4) ITDL Context: To get the best Information eoretic Distance
Lagged (ITDL) augmentation, it needs to nd the relative impor-
tance between A(activity) and U (uniqueness) dened in equation
14 and 15. Same with Yan’s work, we get the best ω value (0.4)
by testing the model with ω value range from 0.1 to 1 with 0.1
as increment step. So the nal augmenting factor β is given by
equation 16.
A = −loд2
(
1 − Ptj
1 +
∑ |M |
k=1 P
h
tk
)
(14)
where tj is the type of POI j. So in equation 14, Ptj is the check-
in numbers of POI type tj , |M | is the total number of types, and∑ |M |
k=1 P
h
tk is total check-ins of all types within a distance bin, with
width h (in the experiments h is set to 30 meters).
U = −loд2(Fhtj ) (15)
where Fhtj indicates the probability to encounter context place type
tj in distance bin h.
β
j
IT DL = dωA + (1 − ω)U e (16)
4.4 Experiment Results
4.4.1 Performance w.r.t Dimension. e dimension, also called
number of features of the embedding vectors, is an important factor
that inuences the performance of latent representation models.
Google’s pre-trained Word2Vec model used 300 features as their
embedding size. e model was trained on a vocabulary of 3 mil-
lion words and phrases from Google News dataset. Compared
with Google News dataset, we have a smaller dataset of 19,194
dierent POIs and 140 million trips. So we decide to compare the
performance on dimensions ranging from 100 to 200 with 10 as
incremental step size. Figure 4 shows the match rate with dierent
dimensions. From the Figure 4 we can see that both of the Trip
model and OD model outperform the four baselines signicantly.
When dimension is 180, all models achieve the best results. e
best match rate of four baselines is 0.82, which is achieved by using
ITDL model. e Trip model and OD model have match rates at
0.91 and 0.97 respectively. OD model has a beer performance than
all other models including Trip model for all dimensions tested.
Figure 5 shows the Silhouee Coecient scores of six methods
with dierent dimensions. We can nd that Trip model, and OD
model have a much higher score than four baselines, which indi-
cates our proposed Trip model and OD model could cluster the
data appropriately. e lowest Silhouee Coecient score of Trip
model and OD model is 0.52, which is still beer than the highest
score 0.46 of four baselines. Compared with the Trip model, the OD
model performs beer, which can achieve the highest Silhouee
Coecient score. OD model is consistently 30% to 39% beer than
ITDL model for all dimensions.
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Figure 4: Match Rate of Six Models w.r.t Dierent Dimen-
sion Sizes
4.4.2 Performance w.r.t Time Interval. Temporal information of
movements is a crucial factor for place representations. In our OD
model, we incorporate time intervalWd when building the context
model. So, time interval will inuence the performance of our OD
model. Figure 6 shows the match rate with dierent time intervals.
In our work, we start the time interview from 0.5 hours and end
with 5 hours, and the incremental step is 0.5 hour. From the gure,
we can see that, as the time interval increases from 0.5 hours to 1
hour, the match rate increase rapidly, which means the in 1 hour
time interval, it contains more proper movements than 0.5 hours.
When the time interval greater than 2.5 hours, the curve falls fast
because the time interval includes many irrelevant movements. e
best match rate is achieved at the time interval of 1 hour with 0.97
as the match rate, and the lowest match rate is 0.85 at the time
interval of 5 hours.
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Figure 7 shows Silhouee Coecient score with dierent time
intervals, and we can also nd that using 1 hour as the time interval,
OD model can achieve the highest scores of 0.85. It means with
1 hour as the time interval, and we can get the proper number of
relative movements.
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Figure 6: Match Rate of OD Model w.r.t Dierent Time
4.4.3 Performance w.r.t Epoch. An epoch is a single pass through
the full training dataset. Our model is trained until the error rate
is acceptable, and this will oen take multiple passes through the
complete dataset. However, a large number of epochs not only takes
very long training time but also will cause overt. So, the number
of epochs is another factor, which can inuence the performance
of our OD model. Figure 8 shows the experiment results of match
rate under the dierent number of epochs. From the Figure we can
see that, as epoch number increases from 2, the match rate also
increases. It means that, when epoch number is 2, the match rate
of OD model is only 0.854, which means the OD model could not
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Figure 7: Silhouette Coecients of ODModel w.r.t Dierent
Time
get all the information from the dataset, and as we increase epoch
number, the match rate increases and the model can learn more
from the dataset. When the epoch number reaches 6, our model
can achieve the best match rate. Aer that, the curve declines due
to the overing.
Figure 9 shows the relation between Silhouee Coecients and
number of epochs, which gives the view of the performance with
respect to epoch. e results from gure show that the highest
Silhouee Coecient score is 0.85 and achieved with 6 epochs, aer
that, it decreases to 0.81.
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Figure 8: Match Rate of OD Model w.r.t Dierent Epoch
4.4.4 Performance w.r.t Data Size. e size of the dataset is also
an important factor. To get a good model, we need a certain number
of the dataset to make sure the model can learn enough information
from the data. So, we need to determine the optimum size of the
training dataset necessary to achieve high classication match rate
or Silhouee Coecients score. In our experiment, we select the
, , Yang Zhou and Yan Huang
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Figure 9: Silhouette Coecients of ODModel w.r.t Dierent
Epoch
dataset ranging from a month to a year with increasing step as
the one-month to decide the optimum size of the dataset. We can
see the result from Figure 10 which shows that the match rate of 1
month dataset is 0.904. As the dataset increases, the match rate also
increases until the dataset is enlarged to 9 months where the match
rate arrives its highest match rate. Aer that, the curve reaches a
steady state and does not change much in match rate regardless of
data size. We nd the relationship between Silhouee Coecient
score and data size from Figure 11.
We can see that the Silhouee Coecients score increases with
increased dataset until it reaches the certain size of the dataset,
then it becomes stable. So, the number of datasets indeed has
inuences on our model. Figure 10 also shows that OD model
trained on 1 month data achieves 90% matching rate and 0.79%
Silhouee Coecient value which is beer than ITDL model trained
on 12 months of data with 80% matching rate and 0.45% Silhouee
Coecient value.
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Figure 11: Silhouette Coecients of OD Model w.r.t Dier-
ent Data Size
5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 Point-of-interest embeddings
Xie et al. [36] develop a graph-based embedding (GE) model to cap-
ture the sequential eect, geographical inuence, temporal cyclic
eect and semantic eect in a unied way by embedding the four
corresponding relational graphs (POI-POI, POI-Region, POI-Time,
POI- Word) into a shared low dimensional space for the ease of data
sparsity, cold-start problem, and context-aware recommendation
in LBSNs.
Yan et al. [37] proposed a model to capture the semantics infor-
mation of place types. e model is based on Word2Vec, which
augments the spatial contexts of POI types by using distance and
information-theoretic approach to generate embedding. en they
used the generated vector embeddings to reason about the similar-
ity and relatedness among place type. However, in their method,
they did not consider movement information, which is important
information when analyzing POI embeddings. Movement of people
can reect the relationship among the POIs. In Yan’s work, they
consider distance, and check-ins information in their model, which
sometimes could not reect the true information of the similarity
among POIs.
Feng et al. [10] propose a POI2Vec latent representation model,
which uses the geographical inuence of POIs to learn latent repre-
sentations. Based on POI2Vec model, they further develop a method
to model POI sequence and user preference. By using check-ins
data, they try to estimate the probability of visiting a POI given pre-
vious visited POIs. However, compared with trip dataset, check-ins
data has some limitations: data is small and incomplete. For exam-
ple, some people may not check in all the time, which causes the
data not reecting the movement information. When incorporating
geographical information, they make a simple assumption and only
consider nearby POIs that has high relevance. e model does not
consider distribution of movement origins and destinations.
Pang et al. [25] introduce a model called DeepCity, which is based
on deep learning. It is used to learn features for user and location
proling. ey propose a task-specic random walk method, which
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uses location and user information to guide learning algorithms to
embed locations with similar categories. ey collect the check-in
data from Instagram. However, Instagram has many private users.
Data privacy is a concern and it is dicult to get enough data for a
city. Our proposed model is more general and not task specic.
5.2 Network embeddings
Social network representations learning is geing more and more
aention [5, 12, 28, 33–35]. Perozzi et al. [28] propose DeepWalk
to learn latent representations of vertices in a unweighted network
using local information from truncated random walks as input. e
skip-gram model with hierarchical somax is used as the loss func-
tion. Tang et al. [33] propose LINE which works with undirected,
directed, and/or weighted networks. ey use edge-sampling for
inference and try to preserve both the local and global network
structures by using rst-order and second-order proximities as ob-
jective functions, an approach Wang et al. [34] also exploit later.
Cao et al. [5] integrate global structural information of the graph
into the learning process by using k-step loss functions. Grover et al.
[12] argue that the added exibility in exploring neighborhoods is
the key to learning richer representations. ey propose node2vec
which denes a exible notion of a nodes network neighborhood
and design a biased random walk procedure, which explores diverse
neighborhoods. In addition to microscopic structure such as the
rst- and second-order proximities, Wang et al. [35] also try to
preserve community structure of the network by using a matrix
factorization model.
Yang et al. [38] argue that the graph embeddings [28, 33] are
usually learned separately from the supervised task and do not
leverage the label information in a specic task; therefore, they do
not produce useful features and might not be able to fully leverage
the distributional information encoded in the graph structure. In
their semi-supervised learning framework, the embedding of an
instance is jointly trained to predict the class label of the instance
and the context in the graph. In another eort to employ nodes’
information, Huang et al. [14] propose a Label informed Arib-
uted Network Embedding (LANE) framework which incorporates
label information into the aributed network embedding while
preserving their correlations.
While the works above study homogeneous networks in which
there is a single type of nodes and links, Dong et al. [9] consider het-
erogeneous networks with multiple types of nodes such as authors,
papers, venues, etc. ey develop a meta-path-guided random
walk strategy to capture the structural and semantic correlations
of dierently typed nodes and relations.
5.3 Word embeddings
Distributed representation is a way to represent data using the
structure of articial neural networks (abbreviated as ANNs or
NNs). Rumelhart et al. [31] show that back-propagation for ANNs
can be used to construct such representations of the inputs. Years
later, Bengio et al. [4] propose a model which learns simultaneously
a distributed representation for each word along with the probabil-
ity function for word sequences (language models), expressed in
terms of these representations. eir language models outperform
state-of-the-art n-gram models at the time. In [7], Collobert and We-
ston propose a general deep NN architecture for natural language
processing (NLP), which is jointly trained on multiple tasks such
as semantic role labeling, named entity recognition, part-of-speech
tagging, chunking, and language modeling. eir model uses a
lookup-table layer to map words into real-valued vectors.
Reisinger and Mooney [29] argue that capturing the semantics
of a word with a single vector is problematic. ey then present a
method that uses clustering to produce multiple sense-specic
vectors for each word, accommodating homonymy and polysemy.
Huang et al. [13] propose a NN architecture which learns word em-
beddings that capture the semantics of words by incorporating both
local and global document context, and accounts for homonymy
and polysemy by learning multiple embeddings per word.
Mikolov et al. [20, 21, 23] show that it is possible to train quality
word vectors using simple model architectures (word2vec), com-
pared to the popular neural network models (both feedforward
and recurrent). e lower computational complexity enables ac-
curate high dimensional word vectors from large datasets. ey
also demonstrate that these representations exhibit linear structure
that makes precise analogical reasoning possible, and word vectors
can be somewhat meaningfully combined using just simple vector
addition. e learned word representations capture syntactic and
semantic regularities which are observed as constant vector osets
between pairs of words sharing a particular relationship.
In [27], Pennington et al. argue that count-based and prediction-
based distributed word representations are not dramatically dier-
ent since they both probe the underlying co-occurrence statistics
of the corpus. ey then construct a model (GloVe) that utilizes the
global statistics benet of count data while simultaneously captur-
ing the meaningful linear substructures prevalent in log-bilinear
prediction-based methods like word2vec. GloVe outperforms other
models on word analogy, word similarity, and named entity recog-
nition tasks. Levy et al. [18] show that much of the performance
gains of word embeddings are due to certain system design choices
and hyperparameter optimizations, rather than the embedding al-
gorithms themselves. ese modications can be transferred to
traditional count-based distributional models, yielding similar gains.
ey observe mostly local or insignicant performance dierences
between the methods, with no global advantage to any single ap-
proach over the others.
Besides learning word representations, there are eorts [3, 6, 17]
addressing representations of phrases, sentences, and documents.
ese representations improve the performance of machine transla-
tion system, and achieve positive results on some text classication
and sentiment analysis tasks. ere are more and more applications
of word embeddings in not only natural language tasks [8, 16], but
also in computer vision, e.g., Karpathy and Fei-Fei [15] introduce a
model that aligns parts of visual and language modalities to gener-
ate natural language descriptions of image regions based on weak
labels in form of a dataset of images and sentences.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose DeepMove, a novel approach to learning
the latent representations of places. Using movements information
as input, our method learns a representation, which can incorporate
the spatial and temporal semantics of places and be used for analyz-
ing place similarity and relationships. Experiments on New York
City taxi trip dataset illustrate the eectiveness of our approach on
capturing the latent semantic information for places. We propose
two dierent evaluation methods to evaluate place embeddings. We
compare our methods with four baselines. Results show that our
models outperform baselines. Moreover, the results also validate
the importance of movements on place embedding. Finally, we
give a detailed analysis of dierent factors, which will inuence
the performance of OD model to gain a beer understanding of our
work.
In the future, we will use the latent representation (embedding)
from our current work with traditional features such as text de-
scription and check-ins from Yelp, Tweets and so on, to classify
places, estimate ows, and detect anomaly places.
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